
Employer Branding – 
Building a Niche 
Community
Intelisale approached us with an interesting 
challenge – expand their growing team. To 
achieve this we developed a campaign which 
included building the first .NET developers 
community in Serbia and launching their own 
private label craft beer. Check out the story!

  Industry: Strategic Consulting Location: Malta Company size: $1 million in revenue
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The Client

Intelisale is a SaaS company with the development center located in Serbia. They 

are focused on building a unique B2B sales solution for wholesale trade and 

distribution companies from around the world.

Their innovative omnichannel sales solution is AI-based to increase sales produc-

tivity through all sales channels, including field sales, inside sales, and e-commerce.

Using Intelisale SaaS, companies are able to improve their overall sales perfor-

mance by 30% while increasing the number of products sold by 50%.

Results

We created the first .NET community with 277 people in our Meetup.com group in 

just 3 months.

Community grew 100% month-to-month

Video content was seen more than 53,000 times in only 3 months

Job applications grew by 1.550% Q4 2018 compared to Q4 2017, and they 

managed to find the perfect candidates for their .NET team.

Intelisale went from a relatively unknown company to being the company for .NET 

technology.
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The Challenge

They are developing their SaaS solution using Microsoft .NET technology stack 

and C# programming language. This was a deliberate choice to make sure the 

product achieves high, enterprise-level quality standards.

While the integration was successfully achieved, this choice created another 

problem for the company – how to find new, experienced .NET developers for 

their growing team.

Serbia – where Intelisale’s development team is located – is known for excellent 

developers, and its IT industry keeps growing due to development outsourcing and 

international companies opening their dev centers. This created a shortage of 

developers, especially experienced ones.

Also, most of the developers in Serbia are proficient with PHP, JavaScript, and 

other open source technologies, making good .NET developers an even harder fish 

to catch.

Market Republic was presented with a unique challenge – how to help a relatively 

fresh company in the development community attract local .NET talent and put 

the company firmly on the map as one of the best environments for developers 

working with Microsoft technologies.

Strategic approach

We realized that simple social media presence and the usual mix of publishing 

relevant content and using paid promotion isn’t going to cut it.

We needed to put a different approach in motion to build a local .NET community 

and introduce Intelisale to them.

In order to achieve that, we put our efforts into the Meetup.com platform special-

ized for organizing events with like-minded people. To promote the events in the 

best possible way, we have developed engaging content, especially videos, to 

connect with the audience in a more emotional way.

Organic results were boosted by a modest paid budget which was used to improve 

engagement and to promote open positions during the campaign.

Creative concept

To have consistent messaging during the campaign, we used the fact that Intelisale 

has offices in the elite part of Belgrade called Dedinje to create a new term – 

Developeri sa Dedinja (Developers from Dedinje).

Our Developers from Dedinje were presented as the geeks they are, and the 

location as an unusual, but pragmatic choice for an office location with several 

benefits.

This made Intelisale stand out of the crowd because the majority of developer 

companies are located in another part of town called Novi Beograd.

Growing the community by 100% month-to-month

It was not enough to have a cool (or at least interesting) message and to create 

new social media content regularly, we had to establish a community. We created a 

group on Meetup.com platform, invited the people we already knew and started 

promoting the group on social media.

For our first meetup, organized after only a few weeks, more than 50 people 

showed up (we expected twice fewer than that).

We were blown away by the attention, so much that not all guests could fit into the 

Intelisale’s conferencing space.

We followed that with the second meetup 2 months later.

Improving on the previous event we stepped up our game and content production 

(also got a larger place for the event).

And guess what…

More than 120 people showed up this time!

Fresh and engaging content and branding

During the course of the campaign, we were focused on creating engaging content 

to show what it means to be a Developer from Dedinje and to promote the meet-

ups.

Brewing their Programmers’ Beer

How to stand out in the developer scene nowadays?

Offices with gyms, pools, waterfalls, and spaceships are sooo 2015. Intelisale 

needed something different, something refreshing *wink*.

Knowing that developers love beer, especially a local craft brand Dogma, we 

helped them create their own beer brand – DevHops – world’s first private label 

craft beer!

DevHops was a big hit and resonated with our audience perfectly. So we held a 

giveaway for the second meetup and the winners got to see how DevHops is made 

and learn some interesting facts about beer.

About Market Republic

Market Republic is a new breed of outsourcing agency helping  B2B startups and 

growing companies strategically organize and execute inside sales and digital 

marketing activities to achieve new levels of success.

Marketing and sales professionals around the world rely on Market Republic to 

enable targeted and cost-effective growth by utilizing the best Account Based 

Sales and Marketing strategies and tactics.

Our list of clients includes media giant Thomson Reuters, heavyweights from the 

Telco industry – Twilio and Apigate, aspiring B2B tech companies such as Purple 

WiFi, Guidance, Quid, IPification, Wiredrive, Intelisale and many more.

Give us a call and choose services fit for your needs.

We can help you with:

 

          B2B Prospect List Building

          Inside Sales Consulting and Outsourcing

          CRM Enrichment and Cleansing

          Digital Marketing

Market Republic helped us establish authority as the .NET 

experts we are in the development community in Serbia, and 

enabled us to attract new talent for our team. They helped 

with shaping and building the community through organiz-

ing and promoting meetups, great social media activations, 

branding, and various content. The creativity they showed in 

producing video content blew us away. After just a few 

months, we have applications pouring in!

NEMANJA MALIŠIĆ

Head of Product Development

Here is what Nemanja Mališić, Head of 
Product Development at Intelisale said about 

our work

Ready to Empower Your Growth
with Superior Data? 

Get started

https://www.intelisale.com/company/careers/
https://www.market-republic.com/

